**Frost, Sophs Still Chasing Each Other**

For the past three days the Freshmen and Sophomores have been playing the game of "button, button, who's the cleverest?". "Button" being the Sophomore President and Vice-President, of course. The amazing thing about the "Great Rice Scholarship Applications Due"

All students have been reminded that applications are due for scholarships before the end of March. Several scholarship opportunities are offered each year to Rice students who need financial assistance and have a high scholastic standing. Application blanks may be obtained from the Registrar's office, or from Mrs. Dowden or Dean McBride in the administration offices on the second floor of Lovett Hall. These blanks must be presented personally by the candidate to either Mr. M. V. MacEnany, office 209 Mechanical Laboratories, excep-

**How Ugly Can You Get?**

Nine candidates in the APO's Ugly Man Contest are vying this week for first place in the race that will yield fabulous prizes to the winner. Boys who are amazing voted at a penny each are Dean Moore, nominated by the ARCE; John Rawlings, VCLS; Charlie Young, PALS; Jerry Decker, Engineering School; T. O. Bircus, Rally Club; Martin Bryant, SFLS; Lee Stansell, GEDS; Gerald Shaffer, OWSL; and Fred Johnson, SAAC.

The biggest prize which will be given to the winner is a seven-inch Hallsfellers television set, donated by W. A. Galbreath of the "House of Television." Other prizes include a silver loving cup, donated by Mr. McKenney of Balfour Co.; a Sunday night of dinner and dancing at the Shamrock for the winner and his date; catling service at the Wind-

**At Forum**

Priest, Professor Manager to Speak

A professor from St. Thomas University, the personnel manager of a large department store, and a psychology professor from the University of Houston will discuss "The Human Problem in Industry," tonight at 8 p.m. in the Fondren Library Lecture Lounge.

The human problem in industry and its related problem of self-expression in industry will be the topics of the three points of view. They will be discussed in a view toward industry's human ele-

**TISA Convention Plans Announced**

The Texas Intercollegiate Student Association is holding its third annual convention in the new $2 milli-

**VOLUME THIRTY-EIGHT — NUMBER TWENTY-ONE HOUSTON, TEXAS MARCH 16, 1951**

**All School Easter Service Planned For Tuesday Noon**

"The all-school Easter worship service will be held Tuesday at 12:10 p.m. in the Fondren Library Lecture Lounge," announced Bob Bowles, president of the Religious Council. "The service is being held in the Lecture Lounge instead of in Palmer Memorial Church - the usual meeting place," said Bowles, "in the hope that the proximity will induce more students to attend the service, which is interdenomination-

**plans for Rice ROTC Unit Outlined**

Col. W. L. Landon, Band, from the 2nd Subsection, Headquarters 41st Army, Fort Sam Houston, Texas, spoke to an assembly of Rice men Wednesday, May 1, 2 at Waco.

Dwight D. Eisenhower, and Colonel Kessler were appointed by the Stu-

**Honor Council**

For Saturday and Monday the Honor Council tried a Judging student accused of cheating the accord was unanimously acquitted.

John McCall, actually did not diagnose until Wednesday morning. Up until this time, John was back-

**TISA**

TISA met for the first time in 1949 on the North Texas State campus in Denton. Constitution and by-

**Authors Select Officers, Members**

Senior Architecture student, Marion Wingfield, has been chosen 1951-52 president of the Architecture So-

**Cameron Piano Fund Seeks Contributions**

The Cameron Memorial Fund is now open to contributions from stu-

**How can this game be true?** that year of the Sophomores are as bewildered as the Freshmen, if not more so. As far as applications go, John McClane and Dorothy Kelly are the only two people who have any information on the whereabouts of the President and Vice-President, of course, and somewhat, they cannot be reached.

John McCall, actually did not diagnose until Wednesday morning. Up until this time, John was back-

**Plans for Rice ROTC Unit Outlined**

Colonel W. L. Landon, Band, from the 2nd Subsection, Headquarters 41st Army, Fort Sam Houston, Texas, spoke to an assembly of Rice men on the Pharmacology Amphitheater, about the new Army ROTC programs to supply Engineer-

**At Forum**

Priest, Professor Manager to Speak

A professor from St. Thomas University, the personnel manager of a large department store, and a psychology profes-

** Escorts Approved For Rondelet**

At the last meeting of the Woman's Council, escorts for members of the Rondelet court were approved in seven pairs.

Tom Bichan will be king of Rondelet, escorting Queen Jean Ronne. Princess Celeste Bay will be escorted by Teddy Monte, and Princess Camille Coulter by Bill Weideman.

Alice Ann Flack will be escorted by Jim Gerhardt as senior duke, Margaret Bliss by Leonard Childs as junior duke, Carolyn Croy by Ben Wallace as sophomore duke, and Carol Smith by Don Dingwall as freshman duke.

Valentine Film Set For Tuesday

Rudolph Valentino, returning by popular demand, is starring in "The Son of the Sheik," most world's Film Society presentation. A Mack Sen-

**SC Elects More Rice Honorees**

Carolyn Croy was chosen by the Student Council Wednesday night to represent Rice at the annual Ar-

**UGLY MAN CANDIDATES**

John Rawlings and T. O. Bircus were nominated by the ARCE; John Raw-

**How can this game be true?** that year of the Sophomores are as bewildered as the Freshmen, if not more so. As far as applications go, John McClane and Dorothy Kelly are the only two people who have any information on the whereabouts of the President and Vice-President, of course, and somewhat, they cannot be reached.
Ballard Singer Does So

Peter Seeger, the ballad singer who is currently in Houston playing an engagement at the Shamrock, lectured on folk music at the Library Tuesday, Mr. Seeger, friend and acquaintance of Lloyd Levy, John Ioannou and other famous ballads, had many interesting theories to offer, mostly as he said, in hope of getting an argument, and so creating interest in folk music.

A charming informality, and complete competence in his field characterizes Mr. Seeger's style. In Texas songs, Scottish ballads, Teresa mountain songs, songs from Israel and India, and any other type of music, played a recording made by native prisoners at the Retreat State Farm. Commenced that music is necessary to all peoples, he searched for folk songs everywhere, and indeed, Mr. Seeger is a well-traveled man.

One of the most pleasing parts of the program was the period devoted to the recorder. This gentleman of many talents not only played that difficult instrument with a facile technique, but played ruggedly, and that it was a remarkable small accomplishment. The recorder, as a curiously, means to be in high favor in this country now, he said. Mr. Seeger drew many comparisons between the two, and dealt with the differences, in fact, for his recorder playing after him for his obvious ability as a musician.

As to the part time students, it is important that they be sincere and want to work. Such work is fun it is hard.

Reluctantly I rose to leave, for Van Gerra is a person with an aim at a 1:1 hypothesis of spacing. "Sunday" I am going to outline some of the facts of the situation, while we are as lucky today that great men such as Stirling and Ansley are fighting their battle back to the theatre the craft of acting and again emphasized the arts of drama, art, music and dance.

Players Casting Saroyan Play

Two parts in the forthcoming Rice University production of Saroyan's "The Time of Your Life" are still being cast. Mary Hooper is the little lady in the summertime. Fans, Hugon, huff, gees, gest, and compassion. One of the parts is open to everyone and will be held Saturday afternoon. Anyone interested should call Mrs. Berman.

The play cast includes Marilyn Marrs as Agnes, Bud Cruse as Owen, and Harry S. Boylesve, who assumed the role of the Thesis Trial By Jury, Mr. Webb replaces Mr. Fishkind, French Department, where he is working too heavy to assume physical schedule.

The rehearsals were tentatively scheduled for A-House, April 24, and admittance will be by invitation only.

Van Gonna

This new theatre and workshop are events projects, we hope, for the late spring. Admittance will be by invitation only.

Open Letter To Prospective Fifth Year Students:

Two years ago when a final draft of the Student Association Constitution was formed, many engineering and architecture students that are now seniors approached me as Chairman of the executive committee to see if we were possible to have an organized class during their fifth year. After consulting the administration, we found that it was possible for the class to be organized as the Class B Graduate Class, composed of those students with a baccalaureate degree working for another baccalaureate degree. Previsions were then incorporated in the new Constitution that would make the class possible because you, the prospective fifth year students, wanted to have a class.

On April 2, the prospective fifth-year students are to elect a class president, vice-president, secretary-treasurer, and two Student Council members. The petitions are due March 21, and the election accounts on March 31.

As of yet, it appears that there is not enough interest among the class to place even a single name under each of the offices on the ballot.

Has the class not informed the students, or has lost all interest in this federation it once desired? If you need any information about the Student Association, or have any other question, please see the elect committee or myself. You have lost interest, the only thing I know to do is be willing on free of charge, perhaps restore it from the Constitution and decide for the future classes of this university as to the usefulness of this class will be of considerable importance, so please let your actions be guided by these facts.

Sincerely, Tom Kubek

For Economics Study at Oslo University All-Expense Scholarship Offered

An all expense scholarship to the summer school session of the University of Oslo, for American students who major in economics and who has at least two years of undergraduate college work. Any and every student of the Norwegian-American Life Scholarship, made for the executive committee of the Oslo Summer Session, the award will be the expenses of transportation.

Marrs as Agnes, Bud Cruse as Owen, and Harry S. Boylesve, who assumed the role of the Thesis Trial By Jury, Mr. Webb replaces Mr. Fishkind, French Department, where he is working too heavy to assume physical schedule.

The rehearsals were tentatively scheduled for A-House, April 24, and admittance will be by invitation only.
Forum Speakers... Army ROTC Program Explained
(Continued from Page 1)

"Speeches will be very brief," said Ray O’Keefe, moderator, "we will attempt to stress questions from the audience in this forum. The whole discussion will be informal and should be very interesting because most of our speakers have had both practical and theoretical experience in the field of industrial relations."

Ugly Man...
(Continued from Page 1)
too-nail service at Sharon’s Barber Shop; the rest of any make freeboard car in Chyde Sander’s shop for seven days with all expenses paid, in addition to which Mr. and Mrs. Sanders will treat the winner and his date to another evening of dancing at the Shamrock.

Campus Interviews on Cigarette Tests
Number 15—THE LONG-WATTED UMBRELLA BIRD

"They must think
I don’t have enough sense
to get out of the rain!!"

It made L. W. madder than a wet hen when they asked him to judge cigarette mildness by taking one puff, one huff, one whiff or one sniff. Our common sense friend enjoys a good smoke too much ever to settle on any brand in such a snap-judgment way! For him and for millions like him, there’s only one convincing way to test cigarette mildness. It’s the Sensible Test... the 30-Day Camel Mildness Test, which simply asks you to try Camels as your steady smoke—on a pack after pack, day after day basis. No snap judgments needed! After you’ve enjoyed Camels—and only Camels—for 30 days in your “T-Zone” (T for Thrust, T for Taste), we believe you will know why...

More People Smoke Camels
than any other cigarette!
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TISA Convention... (Continued from Page 1)

ideas on student government problems

At each annual convention, delegations from Texas colleges and universities meet to discuss problems confronting student government leaders, exchanging opinions on solutions for these constantly-existing problems. Student groups will meet daily in the Student Union to discuss problems confronting their student government leaders. Each student government leader is given a chance to express his views on the problems of the university. The following topics have been selected for discussion:

1. "Evaluating the Student Union"
2. "Stimulating Student Government Finance"
3. "Problems of Student Leadership in the University"
4. "The Future of the Student Union"

Panel discussions will be held at the University of Houston Student Center. A general meeting will be held on Saturday evening. Abstracts of all papers will be submitted to the TISA Secretary for publication in the TISA Journal.

UT Professor. Will Speak On Gov. Hogg

Mr. Robert C. Cotter, University of Texas history professor, will deliver an address Sunday, March 15, at the Texas Student Union. His talk will be on "The Texas Governor in Transition".

TISA since its organization will be celebrated this week, and all TISA members are urged to come over to the offices at Asty House Sunday at noon to meet her. Student officers will be present to distribute information on the subject at the University and will hold a W. B. Sharp Fellowship in this connection.

TISA President. Miss Bond Is New

Miss Helen Joan Bond is the new TISA President for the 1950-51 academic year. She will fill the position for a second year.

TISA will hold a convention at the University of Houston Student Center. The convention will be held on Saturday, March 13, and will continue through the weekend. A general meeting will be held on Saturday evening. Abstracts of all papers will be submitted to the TISA Secretary for publication in the TISA Journal.

TISA Secretary. Miss Bond Will Be Here

Miss Bond will be here for the first time Sunday, and all TISA members are urged to come over to the offices at Asty House to meet her. Student officers will be present to distribute information on the subject at the University and will hold a W. B. Sharp Fellowship in this connection.
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Devine Leads Way Over St. Thomas

Counting ten runs off six hits, the Rice Owl baseball nine came through in their first game of the season to drop the University of St. Thomas 10-4, on windy Rice Field last Wednesday afternoon.

Walter Denham was credited with the win. He pitched six innings, being relieved at the first of the seventh by Rogers Edwards who led the Owls in seven innings.

Devine from Tampico, Mexico was the leading hitter for the Owls with a beautiful home run in the first inning, a double in the third, and a single in the fifth.

The Rice nine started off with a bang in the first inning! Devine hit a home run as the second man in the batting order, Doyle Beall, short stop, singled, Rice Proctor, walked, Goldberg was out at first, Windy Wright got to first on an error, and then Vernon Glass singled bringing Rice and Proctor.

In the top half of the second inning St. Thomas came back to score two runs from two hits. Rice, not to be denied on this windy afternoon, came back strong again in their half of the second. Rice Proctor rounded the bases on what was variously scored as a double error, or a home run. Proctor brought in the Owl who had gotten on as a walk and Willie Witt, who had also gotten on on a walk. This made the score 6-2, Rice.

St. Thomas added another run in the third and one in the fourth, to finish out their scoring for the afternoon. Rice counted three more in the third and one in the sixth to put the ball game on ice.

Rice Team Takes Fourth Place In Border Olympics

Counting a total of 14 team points, the Rice Institute track men took fourth place in a field of seven teams, entered in the University Division of the 19th annual Border Olympics held at Shirley Field in Laredo Monday through Friday last week.

The Owl tracksters counted the five third places, one second place, and one fourth place to finish fourth behind Texas A&M, with 95 points, Texas Christian University, with 83 points, and L.S.U. with 80 points. Baylor was fifth in team points, with 135, SMU finished sixth with 80 points, while TCU was completely blanked.

Bill Graff and Otha Byrd came in second, three in the other half-mile as the second man in the batting order, Doyle Beall, short stop, singled, Rice Proctor, walked, Goldberg was out at first, Windy Wright got to first on an error, and then Vernon Glass singled bringing Rice and Proctor.

In the top half of the second inning St. Thomas came back to score two runs from two hits. Rice, not to be denied on this windy afternoon, came back strong again in their half of the second. Rice Proctor rounded the bases on what was variously scored as a double error, or a home run. Proctor brought in the Owl who had gotten on as a walk and Willie Witt, who had also gotten on on a walk. This made the score 6-2, Rice.

St. Thomas added another run in the third and one in the fourth, to finish out their scoring for the afternoon. Rice counted three more in the third and one in the fourth, to put the ball game on ice.
Volleyball Finals
This Afternoon

It will be either the Archi-Sharps I or the Playmates against the hard-hitting Sharkeys this afternoon at 4:00 in the title-deciding intramural volleyball game.

The Sharkeys won their way into the finals with a rout of the Playmates and at this writing will be considered favorites to win.

The Archi-Sharps hold wins over the NEOTC I, and Archi-Sharps I, and the Playmates. They are the only undefeated club in the tournament. The Playmates hold wins over the NEOTC I and B.V.D.'s. They have lost one time, that in the NEOTC I match.

A seventy minute time limit without sets, unless an injury occurs, which will all apply. No inning will be declared complete in either game.

All team captains and team members are urged to check the following bulletin boards for rescheduled times and dates. Games cannot be postponed by agreement between captains alone. A request must be made in the office of the Physical Education Department at least 24 hours in advance of the scheduled playing time. The complete schedule is as follows:

- Mon. Mar. 19 - D.T.'s vs. Navy Sharkeys; diamond 1; F.O.s and F.O.s, diamond 2
- Mon. Mar. 26 - D.T.'s vs. Archi-Sharps; diamond 1; F.O.s vs. NEOTC I; diamond 2
- Mon. Apr. 2 - D.T.'s vs. F.O.s; diamond 1; Archi-Sharps vs. Navy Sharkeys; diamond 2
- Fri. Mar. 23 - Draft Dodgers vs. F.O.s; diamond 1; Hillies Wonders vs. Kay's Kats; diamond 2
- Fri. Mar. 30 - Draft Dodgers vs. Kay's Kats; diamond 1; Hillies Wonders; diamond 2; F.O.s vs. F.O.s; diamond 1
- Fri. Apr. 6 - Draft Dodgers vs. Hillies Wonders; diamond 1; Kay's Kats; F.O.s vs. F.O.s; F.O.s

THE UNIVERSITY OF HOUSTON, 7 and fi.

The ten-run rule will be in effect after noon.

All action will take place on Monday nights and Fridays with four teams playing in each league. A single round-robin tournament will be played in each league with the two league champions meeting in a best of three games series to decide the 1951 champion.

In the Sunday League are the U.C.T.'s Navy Sharkeys, Kay's Kats, and the Archi-Sharps. The Friday quarter is made up of the Craft Dodgers, the F.O.s, the Hillies Wonders, and the F.O. Five Plus Four.

Two games will be played each day. In order that games can be played, players can shower and dress and still have time to eat the evening meal in the Mess Hall, a regular rule will be in effect after the completion of the third inning.

A seventy minute time limit without sets, unless an injury occurs, which will all apply. No inning will be declared complete in either game.

All team captains and team members are urged to check the following bulletin boards for rescheduled times and dates. Games cannot be postponed by agreement between captains alone. A request must be made in the office of the Physical Education Department at least 24 hours in advance of the scheduled playing time. The complete schedule is as follows:

- Hon. Mar. 19 - D.T.'s vs. Navy Sharkeys; diamond 1; F.O.s vs. Archi-Sharps; diamond 2
- Mon. Mar. 26 - D.T.'s vs. Archi-Sharps; diamond 2; F.O.s vs. NEOTC I; diamond 2
- Mon. Apr. 2 - D.T.'s vs. F.O.s; diamond 1; Archi-Sharps vs. Navy Sharkeys; diamond 2
- Fri. Mar. 23 - Draft Dodgers vs. F.O.s; diamond 1; Hillies Wonders vs. Kay's Kats; diamond 2
- Fri. Mar. 30 - Draft Dodgers vs. Kay's Kats; diamond 1; Hillies Wonders; diamond 2; F.O.s vs. F.O.s; diamond 1
- Fri. Apr. 6 - Draft Dodgers vs. Hillies Wonders; diamond 1; Kay's Kats; F.O.s vs. F.O.s; F.O.s

Golfers Down
U of H, 5-1

The Rice Institute golfers downed the University of Houston Golfers 5-1 in matches held Wednesday afternoon.

In the number 1 match Rice's Bob Weaver beat Sid Foom of the University of Houston, 7 and 6.

In the second match Ehrman Sto- baugh of Rice met Bill Skinner of the U of H, 3 up and 1 down. In match number 3, Gene Silve of Rice downed Tom Eyson of the University, 5 up and 2 down. In the fourth match the University's Jim Brizzolora beat Allan Dunkerly of Rice, 2 and 1.

Weaver and Dunkerly - Rice, won over Foom and Brizzolora 5 and 3 in the first of the doubles. I the other doubles Stobaugh and Silve, Rice, 2 up over Dorsey and Keeler, 1 up.

Weaver was the match winner with 4 up and 2 down. Stobaugh was next with 3. 0.

The Rice golf team has its next match this Wednesday night against the Rice University Bears.